
  Customer Reviews  

 

Amanda Draeger 

I love my window tint! My family and I have gotten our tint done here the last 10 years and all of our 

vehicles. I recently got tint on my new KIA and I couldn't be happier with the results. The tint on my last 

car lasted more than 5 years (traded it in) and my mother had her vehicle tinted 10 years ago and it still 

looks great! No bubbles or anything. Highly recommend 

 

john draeger 

Best place to get tint. The man is courteous and fair on pricing. I have gone back to him to tint my two 

cars. Very honest man. 

 

christopher gonzales 
Awesome job and couldn't find it cheaper anywhere! I got a friend that does tint and he priced me higher 
than this guy! Lol 
 
Shelley Posey 

Have gone to this buisness for all my tinting needs since 2009 , never disappointed the prices are great 

and so is the quality of workmanship and materials. Highly recommended and will go her the next time I 

something tinted. 

 
ROBERT CAMPOS 

Mike does amazing work with incredible pricing. I've had several cars done over the years and he always 

comes through in price, quality, speed and service. 

 
Edward Cano 

Very hard working individual with 5 star quality work.Very good pricing!!! 

 
Danny De La Fuente 

I've been going to Mike for years and the prices are great and the quality is amazing!!!! 

 
A Google User 

Well its sad to see owners from other shops talk bad of a great shop...this place is great good prizes and 

exellent work. They do everything in awesome quality 

 

Jessica B. 

South Texas Window tint was great. I went in a few days ago and was able to get my car tinted in 

only a few hours. It is usually preferable to make an appointment to assure the job, but Mike made 

sure to accommodate me. I had no idea what I was doing, but Mike did a real good job in breaking it 

down for me. Very good and quality work! 
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